TREATY OF MUTUAL RECOGNITION, FRIENDSHIP,
CO-OPERATION AND PEACE BETWEEN
the Grand Duchy of Flandrensis
& The Republic of Secundomia
….

Grand Duchy of Flandrensis

Republic of Secundomia

The signatory micronations of this Agreement formally resolve to agree upon the following points:
One. The Republic of Secundomia accept the conditions for diplomatic relations out the
Constitution of the Grand Duchy of Flandrensis:








Art. 14.2: When a nation offer diplomatic relations to Flandrensis, they must prove that
they already exist three months and that they are not involved in a micronational war.
After that the parliament of Flandrensis must vote about the recognition of this nation.
Art. 14.3: If a micronation interfering in the internal affairs or government in Flandrensis,
the Flandrensis parliament can take measures, or in worst case the withdrawal of
recognition.
Art. 14.5: Flandrensis don’t recognize nations who claims territory from already
recognized nations by Flandrensis.
Art. 14.6: Flandrensis is a neutral nation, no other nation can force Flandrensis to join a
conflict.
Art. 14.7: If Flandrensis discover that a recognized micronation violating human rights,
than Flandrensis will immediately withdraw its recognition of that nation.
Art. 14.8: If Flandrensis discover that a recognized micronation is guilty to the use of
illegal internet activities (hacking and viruses), than Flandrensis will immediately
withdraw its recognition of that nation.
Art. 14.10: Flandrensis only recognize Antarctic micronations who are member of the
AMU.

Two. Both nations fully recognize each other's existence as legal and constitutional political
entities with full sovereignty and independence.
Three. Both nations recognize each other's symbols, territories, institutions and judicial
classifications.
Four. Both nations demonstrate their intent to continue peaceful diplomatic relations and act for
the benefit of all signatories in all instances when it is prudent.

Five. Both nations promise to make it publically known that a spirit of mutual respect and
cooperation exists between them.
Signed upon the 15/08/2010

Grand Duke Niels of Flandrensis

Minister of Foreign Affairs of Flandrensis

…..

